
THE AiO®  
WALL MIRROR

The AiO Wall Mirror combines a mirror, task lighting, integrated USB ports, and  

fine tuned audio capability for a connected experience in your styling space.

Room Designer: Toni Sabatino Style



THE AiO® WALL MIRROR

MINIMALIST  
DESIGN

KEY APPLICATIONS

SLIM  
PROFILE

Perfect task lighting and a minimalist aesthetic 

combine in the AiO Wall Mirror, providing you  

with a beautiful mirror that doubles as energy-

saving lighting. Its thin profile hides a wealth  

of technology, including a capacitive-touch

dimming switch, built-in audio, and  

Bluetooth® connectivity. And with lighting  

built directly into the mirror, installation  

is simple and straightforward, for a  

sophisticated furnishing that's built to last.

Bar

Sleek and sophisticated,  

AiO is perfect for bars  

and other hospitality  

settings where ambience  

and style are central to  

the brand experience.

Spa

The flawless craftsmanship  

of the AiO Wall Mirror  

is built to last and look  

new even in the most  

high-traffic applications.

Bathroom

Whether it's in a bedroom, 

bathroom, or any other 

space, AiO is the ideal  

wall mirror for stylish, 

modern decor where  

perfect form and flawless 

function combine.

Capacitive 
Touch Control

USB 
Connectivity

Built-in  
Audio

Integrated 
Dimmable 

Lighting 

USB 
Connectivity
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TECHNOLOGY

ONE-TOUCH TASK LIGHTING FOR YOUR BEST LOOK

LUM Lighting includes an integrated LED light, engine, and 

dimmer that provides high-efficiency illumination at a bright and 

beautiful 4000K color temperature. With smooth and continuous 

dimming – and no flicker, shimmer, pop-on, or buzzing – you can 

tune the high-quality light to create the perfect light for any task. 

The elegant capacitive-touch dimming switch controls the LEDs 

from the mirror itself, adding convenience, and eliminating the 

guesswork that usually goes with pairing a LED and a dimmer.

Capacitive Touch Control

Standard LED: 80 CRICompact Fluorescent: 50 CRI LUM LED: 90+ CRI

1,000 hours
INCANDESCENT

BULB LIFE COMPARISON

FLUORESECENT

HALOGEN

LED

3,000 hours

8,000 hours

50,000 hours

TRANSFORM A MIRROR INTO AN AUDIO SYSTEM

Embedded in the AiO® Wall Mirror are invisible speakers,  

a sound source with high-quality resonance you can feel 

but can’t see. OM Audio transforms your mirror, generating 

sound into the entire space around the mirror, versus uni-

direction sound from a traditional speaker.

Available with high fidelity Bluetooth® audio that  

allows you to connect your smart phone device  

with "Robern BT01" for a quality sound experience. 

If prompted for a pin, enter 0000.

DAMP  
ENVIRONMENT

OM Audio technology by  
Robern offers uniform sound 
versus directive sound from  
a single source speaker.

Directive sound – Other

Uniform sound – Robern

LUM™ LIGHTING OM™ AUDIO
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SIZES AND FEATURES

30 INCHES HIGH

40 INCHES HIGH

LIGHTING ONLY

LIGHTING AND AUDIO

24 × 30

24 × 40 30 × 40 36 × 40

30 × 30 36 × 30

Once you've selected the right size for your AiO Wall  

Mirror, combine the LUM Lighting and OM™ Audio in one 

seamless package for a sleek and sophisticated furnishing 

that's a masterpiece of technology and understated design.

For projects that require a mirror with illumination  

that enhances that decor of any space, the clean  

and modern look of the AiO® mirror with the LUM™  

Lighting is the ideal choice.

CHOOSE YOUR SIZE CHOOSE YOUR FEATURES

Custom Sizes available for commercial projects, 
contact Robern for more information.
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MADE IN USA
Robern is designed and assembled in the USA.  

Each product is crafted in Bristol, PA. Our handcrafted 

products and their features are designed to make your 

routine easier, better and more rewarding.

DISCOVER WHAT ROBERN CAN DO FOR YOU 

Visit us at robern.com.

AiO® WALL MIRROR 
MODEL NUMBER KEY

Product A = AiO

Category M = Mirror

 24"  
 30" 
Width 36"

 30" 
Height 40"

Touch Switch Location R = Right

Edge Finish FP = Flat Pencil Edge

 Blank = LUM™ Lighting Only 
Options A = LUM Lighting and OM™ Audio 

A M 24 40 R FP A
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